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The Maiden Visit to CCJ

On the 1st of August, the venerable Deputy Commissioner of Jhang
Hafiz Shoukat Ali made his orientation visit to Chenab College Jhang
and was welcomed with open arms by the CCJ family as he visited
the institution’s teaching blocks and proceeded on to examine the
under-construction wing T7. He also visited the recently constructed
Athletic Centre and Aquatic Centre.

Building Success –
One Brick at a Time

Ground-breaking ceremony of another teaching block T7 was
held on the campus. A very warm welcome was accorded to the
chief guest of the ceremony Mr Muddassir Riaz Malik, Deputy
Commissioner Jhang, Chairman Jhang Educational Trust serving at
that time. Students of various classes attended the proceedings of the
ceremony. Ms Shafaq Ali has been selected as Headmistress for T7
Pre-school by the interviewing panel headed by DC Jhang/Chairman
JET. T7 will have Nursery, KG and 1 classes.

Take a Dip
Following the inception of a swimming pool earlier
year, it was decided that to utilize it to the fullest,
an unprecedented swimming competition would
be held. As the sun shone upon the Chenab
College grounds, water splashed around as the
young swimmers saw only one goal and that was
the finish line. When the races ended, a picture of
pride was painted when students posed with their
respective prizes with their chests heaved to their
fullest extension. Junior and senior school students
participated in freestyle, backstroke and relay
swimming. Competitions for girls and boys were
held on consecutive days. Many dignitaries from the
city attended this colourful and refreshing event.

The Scholars of Tomorrow
(SSC Part II Results)

OVERALL FIRST
Muhammad Omer
1089/1100

The Result of 10th class was astounding as always. Muhammad Omer got overall
first position in SSC Examination held by Board of Intermediate and Secondary
Education, Faisalabad by securing 1089 marks out of 1100. The overall result was just
as impressive with 126 students obtaining 1000+ marks and 273 students getting A+
grade, setting in stone the name of Chenab College as an oddity of nature.

M Abdullah Nawaz
1082/1100

Ayesha
1082/1100

Zahra Batool
1082/1100

Tayyaba Qayyum
1080/1100

Ghanwa Baloch
1079/1100

Muhammad Fahad
1078/1100

Usama Amjad
1078/1100

M Anas Zafar
1077/1100

Muhammad Tayyab
1077/1100

Maryam Afzal
1077/1100

Syeda Samavia Zahra
1077/1100

Rao M Shazil Arshad
1073/1100

Urwa Ashraf
1072/1100

Abdul Moiz Ahmed
1071/1100

Zohaib Hassan Mehdi
1071/1100

Maheen Zahid
1071/1100

Hafiza Warisha Athar
1071/1100

Ayesha Rasool
1070/1100

Education Guidance
and Counselling

As a part of educational advising and career counselling,
students from A level and FSc part II attended a Worldwide
Education Expo where they had one-to-one discussions
for eligibility assessment, university admission and SAT/
IELTS preparation with representatives from UK, USA,
Canada. Germany, UAE, Malaysia, UAE and Australia.
They also took IELTS mock and SAT diagnostic test. They
were accompanied by the college Career Counselor Syeda
Anum Nasir, who has recently achieved distinction in British
Council Agents Training Exam 2018. Education guidance
and counselling helps students in making decision about
their undergraduate admissions.

Stars Basking in Glory (SSC Part I Results)
Chenab College’s flurry of stupendous results continued as Result of SSC Part-I 2018 proved so with students’ hard work and
teachers’ efforts bearing the sweet fruit of success as a staggering 226 students achieving an A+ grade in their 9th class result – a
feat truly unrivalled by Chenab College among its peers.

Syed Taimoor Ali Khan
493/505

Uzair Hussain
492/505

Nukhba Fatima
492/505

Maryam Nawaz
489/505

Abdul Moiz
488/505

Syeda Briyah Batool
488/505

Syed Muhammad Ali Mehdi
487/505

Faria Qayyum
487/505

Sanniya Aslam
487/505

Fatima Amjad
486/505

Heeza Fatima
486/505

M Toseeq Haider
485/505

Abdul Rehman Hassan
485/505

Muhammad Hussain
485/505

EXPLORE THE UNEXPLORED

One of the main focus of scouting is to build character in
young people. This was in mind when a scouting delegation
was sent to Murree and Ayubia according to the yearly
tradition that CCJ has adhered to for many years. This was
done under the supervision of Mr. Raza Mehdi, Director
Sports and Mr Muhammad Akram, PTI. The students were

involved in activities that were designed to make them aware
of life that was not dependent on the modern amenities that
we have these days and thus many events took place that
had a positive influence on the character development of the
students.

Go Above & Beyond
To infuse a desire for rational and systematic learning in students,
International Kangaroo Science Contest was held by Kangourou Sans
Frontieres - Pakistan. The competition’s purpose is to help students
explore the world of Science and improve their skills in the subject.

Triumph for the
Hardworking
(CAIE Results)
Chenab College has been producing mesmerising
results for as long as one can remember. Continuing
the tradition passed down by batches before,
Chenabians once again proved their worth in the O/A
Level exams by producing some of the best results
the institute has seen in its history.

Annual Elections 2k18
Elections for Head Boy and Head Girl took place on the 8th of
September and a grand assembly of students was treated to
some amazing speeches by the many deserving students who
believed that they should be elected. The teachers from their
respective wings voted for the candidate they believed would
be the best at their job as Head Boy and Head Girl. Only 2 of
those students could take home the sashes of Head Boy and
Head Girl. Abdullah of Class A2 was elected as Head Boy out
of 4 contenders and Fatima Haider of 12-1 was chosen as Head
Girl out of the 2 hopefuls.

CAIE O Level Exam, 2018

Feroza Javed

Minahil Fatima

Talha Ahmed

7A*, 2A

5A*, 3A

4A*, 4A, 1B

Mulaika Shahzad

Arham Asjid

4A*, 4A

2A*, 6A, 1B

CAIE Examination AS Level, 2018

SPEAKERS OF THE
NEW WORLD

In connection to the celebrations of the Independence Day,
debating competitions were held at district level and as usual,
Chenabians brought laurels in the competitions for the college
by gaining several positions. In Urdu Speech competitions,
Syed Kamal Ahmad got first position and Muqadas Fatima was
adjudged to be second. Yusaira Maryam captured first position
and Syed Asad Abbas was the runner up in English Speech
Contest.

Muqadas Fatima

Sabahat Ali

M Muneeb ur Rahman

4A

3A, 1B

High Achievers of CAIE A Level Exam, 2018

Moueez Mushtaq

Haseeb Ahmad

Muhammad Haziq

2A*, 2A

3A*

3A

Yusaira Maryam

Syed Asad Abbas Syed Kamal Ahmad

Encapsulating the Quran
Our college was honoured to have
Professor Nighat Hashmi on the 3rd of
August. She delivered a soul-stirring
Quranic lecture to the students. Not
only did her lecture uplift the students
emotionally and spiritually, but also
boosted their morale. The main focus
was on the significance of reading,
learning and teaching of quran, its
translation and “Tafseer”.

Our Pride, Our Stars HSSC Part-II

By the grace of Allah Almighty our students breezed through the Intermediate
examinations, held by BISE Faisalabad, producing stellar results. Muhammad Hashim
Khan nailed it by obtaining 1031 marks and securing third position in Pre-Engineering
group (boys). Likewise, in General Science group (boys) Ali Haider proved his worth by
Muhammad Hashim Khan
securing 989 marks and capturing third position in board in the said group.
1031/1100

Muhammad Abrar Tariq
1040/1100

Taimoor Wajid
1036/1100

Wajeeha Tariq
1024/1100

Muhammad Awais Khan Muhammad Qasim Mumtaz
1036/1100
1029/1100

Ali Hassan
1023/1100

Muhammad Zubair Abid
1023/1100

Anas Muzammil
1029/1100

Ali Haider
989/1100

Saad Ullah
1024/1100

Muhammad Huzaifa Khan
1022/1100

Students Soaring High HSSC Part-I
Owing to the remarkable endeavours of students and the untiring exertion of their
teachers, the college has produced prodigious results in HSSC part I board exams.
Muhammad Asneef Majeed took the lead among boys by securing 487 marks.
Comparably, among girls Isha Qasim stood second to none by obtaining 480 marks
in pre-medical group. The performance of all high achievers was commended in
Grand Assembly of senior teaching blocks T1 and T2.

Esha Qasim
480/505

Aatika Zainab
477/505

Yashfa Liaqat
477/505

Alia Amjad
477/505

Muqadas Fatima
476/505

Maria Batool Baloch
476/505

Sana Noor
476/505

Areesha Khurram
475/505

Hussain Abdullah Habib
475/505

M Asneef Majeed
487/520

M Hamza Baloch Baloch
485/520

M Amir Shahzad
485/520

Ishtiaq Ahmad
476/520

Najam Sawera
475/520

Farewell Amigos

The Champions

Reminiscing the old days, the outgoing A Level Batch
entered the college premises for one last time on
the 9th of September when a farewell for them was
hosted by the current A Level class. A profusion of
smiles was seen as the students performed comedic
challenges much to the amusement and hilarity of the
spectators. It was a nostalgic night as the teachers
saw the young stock of students going through the
trials of school life now grown up into university
aspirants. The boys looked strikingly well and the girls
statuesque as they bade goodbye for one last time.

A healthy body equates to a healthy life and what can be a better
way to promote healthy living than competitive sports. In connection
to the day of independence, Inter-District Badminton Championship
2018 was held at Crescent Sports Complex. Chenab College
achieved numerous positions in the following order:

Teachers Get
Taught

It has been Chenab College’s consistency to inculcate
innovative ways of teaching in their teachers. On
August 5th, 2018, a Teachers Training Workshop
was held by Oxford University Press for the teachers
of Mathematics and Science in Hall of Honour and
Conference Hall respectively. They imparted a great
deal of subject knowledge and teaching methodologies
to the teachers.

Girls (U-19) Winner 1. Meeram Chaudhary 2. Shanzy Sikander
Girls (U-16) Runner-up 1. Shiza Ahmed 2. Ume-Laila
Boys (U-16 Independent) Runner-up 1. Khubaib Umair

The Talent within us

National Science Talent Contest (NSTC) organized by HEC & Pakistan
Atomic Energy Commission is perhaps one of the most prestigious
national talent hunt contests in the country. Thus, Chenab College’s
students had a point to prove their aptitude so they took part in the
written test. Six of the students were adjudged to be among the top
50 in the whole country in their respective subjects.
Physics:
Muhammad Muneeb ur Rehman
		Musawwir Ahmad
Biology:
Muhammad Waleed
Chemistry:
Batool Fatima
		Muhammad Ahmad
		Sabahat Ali

Sabahat Ali

Musawwir Ahmad

Muhammad Ahmad

M Muneeb ur Rehman

Batool Fatima

Muhammad Waleed

Jinnah’s Accomplished Dream

Surely did Chenabians prove to be promising countrymen! To pay tribute to those who moved heavens and earth vying for a
separate homeland, the students and faculty members of Chenab College Jhang manifested integrity and patriotism on August
14th, by presenting zealous national songs and delivering heart-warming declamatory speeches. The flag hoisting ceremony and
national anthem sung with greater decibels of sound by the crowd dressed in green and white were truly a spectacle. In the end,
Principal Zahid Khurshid Lodhi gave an elaborate briefing on the untiring efforts of our forefathers. The teachers also initiated a
plantation campaign for a greener Pakistan by planting around 400 saplings in the college premises.

Salute to the Brave Warriors
There’s no power on Earth that can undo Pakistan! CCJ
commemorated the sacrifices made by Pakistani soldiers
in defending its borders on the date of 6th September. Not
only did the students turn up for participating enthusiastically
and showing their love for Pakistan’s armed forces; but the

teachers also paid tribute to those who were martyred for the
cause of nation. Speeches, tableaus and national songs were
sung by the college choir with high spirits. The performances
of students, be it in speeches or tableau, were unparalleled.

Let the Games Begin
To ensure a competitive environment, a sense of
counteraction must be instilled into the students
from the ground up; inter-house sports competitions
provide such an opportunity. Not only do they
foster physical exercise but are also a great way to
fish out talent from the humongous talent pool that
is Chenab College Jhang. Students battled their
hearts out for bragging rights as they were divided
in houses. The Sports that were played were
Football, Cricket, Badminton, Volleyball and Hockey
among others. Girls and boys both were fervently
involved in these activities. The competitions will be
the way forward to the Annual Sports Day which is
expected to be held soon.

It’s Game Time
On the 7th of June, Muddassir Riaz Recreational
Athletic Centre, a multipurpose hall that offers
15 different indoor sports and also serves as
the venue for various ceremonies and functions,
was inaugurated. A ceremony to accompany the
inauguration was held in which many of the leading
lights of our city were present to witness the
culmination of a truly unique venture in which a stateof-the-art sports centre was established to give the
students of our college even more opportunities than
they were previously offered in the field of sports.

Learning the
Camera Craft

Exposing students to the diversity of professions and to not
conform to conservative expectations to success is one of
the biggest aims of CCJ in its attempt to educate students.
In the same vein, RAC Jhang Saddar organized photography
workshop for the students so that they could learn about
photography and possibly develop an interest in it. Guest
speakers who graced the stage included the alumni of
institution Aghlab Shair, Syed Naqee Shah, Cadet Faisal
Hussain, Hamza Riaz and Shahzaib Riaz.

Unleash the Flair

The Tenderfoot
Turn Out Well
Developing confidence in students at a young age is
of paramount importance to the College’s principals.
In connection to this, students who had just learned to
speak just a few years prior were made subject to show
their art of speaking and performing on the stage. Their
performances highlighted the importance of breeding
peace around the world; the role of teachers in teaching,
inspiring and bringing the change; and the struggles of
Jinnah for achieving a separate homeland for Muslims,
in connection with World Peace Day, Teachers Day and
Jinnah’s Anniversary Day respectively.

Armed with convincing tones and fiery rhetoric, debaters
from every crevice of the College were united under one roof
when the Inter-house Debating Competition took place. With
their desire to ‘wow’ the audience, the students delivered
impressive speeches, both serious and humorous, in Urdu
and English. In the same vein, Inter-house Qirat and Naat
Competitions also took place where the senior and junior
students with their beautiful voices mesmerized the audience
to turn an enjoyable event into a soulful one.

